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"Palestinian Syrians Live Severe Suffering during the 

Deterioration of Security in Ein Al_Helwa Camp in 

Labanon" 

 
 

 

 During the ongoing fights in Aleppo, one of Alaedeen camp in Homs residents 

passed away. 

 The arrest of a female Palestinian Syrian student from Al Mezerb gathering 

in the south of Syria. 

 The Palestinians of Syria, Libya and Yemen in Gaza are threatening of 

escalation. 

 The drowning of an Egyptian boat that carries immigrants and among them 

Palestinians and Syrians.  
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Victims 

The death of "Ali Bya'a" one of Alaedeen camp residents on 21st. 

September 2016. And that was During the ongoing fights in Aleppo 

between the armed groups allied with Syrian opposition from one side 

and the regular army from the other side. 

Adding this victim to the list will increase the number of Palestinian 

refugees' victims who are from Alaedeen camp in Homs to 23 victims 

since the beginning of the ongoing war in Syria. 

 

Recent Updates 

 (726) Syrian Palestinian families escaped from a certain death to a safe 

place, they seeked protection in Ein Al_Helwa Camp for Palestinian 

refugees in the southern of Lebanon. Unfortunately, their misery appears 

again due to security deterioration and clashes which broke out on 

Wednesday between Belal Bader's group and members belonging to 

Fateh who used machine guns and rocket - propelled grenades at the 

center of Vegetables market -Fokani street.  
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On 25th. August 2016 Ein Al_helwa Camp witnessed fierce clashes 

between Fateh and Sham's soldiers. The clashes were because of the 

assignation attempt for "Saeed Al Armoshi" Palestinian national security 

chief in Ein Al_helwa camp. It ended up with three victims and great 

number of injuries. One of the injuries was the well-known Palestinian 

Syrian refugee "Izz Eldeen Hayel Hamadah" from Sbeina camp.  

It also caused a wide movement of immigration by its residents and the 

previous Palestinian Syrians to it. They flee to Saida municipality, Izz 

Eldeen Al Qsaam's Mosque and Alhanan Hall saving their children and 

own lives'. 

 

A lot of Palestinian camps in Lebanon, where thousands of Palestinian 

Syrian refugees emigrate to, witness rampant insecurity and instability. 

And that encourages the Islamic and national Palestinian parties to 

establish a security force in order to put an end to the rampant insecurity 

from time to time, impose the security by force in those camps, reveal the 

veil upon each security violative and to silence some mercenaries and get 

rid of them to leave the camp residents' and emigrants' in relief. 
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Some activists accuse what they call "suspicious parties" to inflame the 

situation in the Palestinian camps in Lebanon from time to time 

according to foreign agendas. Those suspicious parties are trying to drag 

the people of camps to an infight and push them to outburst as if it's 

planned to. 

In Syria, the Syrian regime checkpoint's officers in Daraa arrested the 

Syrian student " Rwand Abo Alsood", (20) years old from AL Mezereb 

town on Wednesday yesterday without any justified reason. 

Reminding that "Abo Al Sood" is the third Palestinian girl whom was 

arrested by the Syrian security from Al Mezereb gathering. While it had 

previously arrested "Yasmeen Mreitah" (20) years old and the refugee " 

A'eda Awwad" (30) years old, one year ago. 

Action Group for Palestinians of Syria documented (22) arrested 

Palestinians from Al Mezereb gathering in Daraa inside the Syrian 

regime's prisons with an anonymous fate till the moment. 

It should be mentioned that Al Mezereb town, in the south of Syria, 

contains a gathering of nearly 8500 Palestinian refugees and a number of 

families which emigrate from Daraa camp. 

In Gaza Strip, the returning Palestinian refugees from (Syrian, Libya and 

Yemen) to Gaza threatened to get down to the streets to demand their 

own legal rights. In addition to put an end to their consecutive suffering 

since they left their countries and arrived Gaza two years ago.  

The returnees' families demanded the lowest level to a decent life, a place 

for living and fixed job. They were accusing Al Humdallah's government 
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of ignoring their demands and calls. Clearly, "Mohamed Al Sheikh", the 

spokesman for the returnees from Arab countries, confirmed to the media 

that those families were living in an awful economic situation and they 

are no longer capable of fulfilling their own needs. 

 

"Al Sheikh" added: " in the next few days those people will organize a 

number of democratic, peaceful and legal sit-ins and protestations to 

demand their own rights". Moreover, he said: "we have been suffering 

from horrible situations in the sake of living a comfortable life for our 

families in Gaza. Unfortunately, since our return to the Strip in 2014 till 

today the returnees didn't get any money.  However, the council of 

ministers had promised to pay a financial reward at the end of the year 

2014, but later it was replaced with a temporary job opportunity for six 

months for limited number of the returnees. Then they were paid for 4 

months only and the rest two months were not paid till the moment. 

The spokesman for the returnees called Mahmoud Abbas, the chairman of 

the authority, and his prime minister to work for ending the problem of 

the returnees from Arab countries to Gaza, provide job opportunities and 

a place for living for each family in order to live a decent life.  
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It's worth mentioning that there are about (1000) Palestinian Syrians 

facing an extremely cruel way of living in Gaza Strip after they had 

escaped from the ongoing war in Syria; they suffer from miserable 

economical situations in addition of their inability to secure a place for 

living or work and this is because of the catastrophic situations which 

Gaza Strip lives. It's due to the last Zionist war on Gaza and the 

consecutive blockade on Gaza since several years. Repeatedly, they kept 

accusing UNRWA, PLO and Palestinian parties of carelessness.  

In the meanwhile, Egyptian media resources reported about the drowning 

of a boat which carries illegal immigrants from different nationalities. 

For instance, Egyptians, Syrians and Palestinian Syrians yesterday night 

near Rasheed's Tower village in the Egyptian coasts. 

The Egyptian News Agency stated that 43 bodies were recovered till now, 

and 150 passengers had been rescued. Similarly, Reuters quoted a senior 

security official in Al Bohaira county that five injured were taken to the 

county hospitals, which also received the victims' bodies and they were 

Egyptians, Sudanese and Africans.  

Rashid Hospital in the village of Rasheed Tower reported that those who 

were rescued and given first aid remained in the same place from 7-8 

hours in a hysterical state of fear and some of them lost his entire family. 

And that afflicted boat took off from a beach in Kafir Al Sheikh county in 

the north of Egypt's Delta and probably it was sailing towards Italy. But 

unfortunately, it drowned near Rasheed's Tower Village in Al Bohaira 

county next to Kafir Al Sheikh in the north of Egypt. 
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Egypt has been witnessing a smuggling process of immigrants towards 

Europe since months.  

Especially after the closure of Al Baqan Road in the face of immigrants 

and the Europeans – Turkish treatments to stop the smuggling of 

immigrants from its lands. 

 

Palestinians of Syria; Numbers and Statistics until 22/9/2016 

 (15500) Palestinian Syrian refugees are in Jordan. 

 (42,500) Palestinian Syrian refugees are in Lebanon. 

 (6000) Palestinian Syrian refugees are in Egypt, according to the 

UNRWA statistics till July 2015. 

 (8000) Palestinian Syrian refugees are in Turkey. 

 (1000) Palestinian Syrian refugees are in Gaza. 

 More than (79,000) Palestinian Syrian refugees have reached 

Europe till mid-2016. 

 Yarmouk Camp: siege, imposed by the Regular Army and PFGC 

groups, continued for (1192) consecutive days. Power cut 

continued for more than (1253) days. water was cut for (743) days 

respectively. The number of siege victims is (187). 

 Sbeina Camp:  Regular Army is still forbidding the residents of the 

camp to return back to their houses for (1045) days respectively. 

 Handarat Camp: - All Residents have left the camp for about 

(1237) days after the Syrian Opposition Groups controlled it. 

 Dara’a Camp: It is now almost (895) days without water and 

almost 70% of its buildings were totally destroyed. 
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 Jermana, AL Saieda ZAinab, Al Raml, Al Aedein Camps in Homs 

and Hammah:  to some extent, a quiet situation in light of the 

economic crises. 

 Khan Al Sheih Camp: Roads linking the camp to the city center are 

still closed except for Zakia- Khan Al Sheih road. 


